




Maharashtra, despite of several achievements in healthcare, (A) / 

does not have enough opportunities (B) for Ayurveda or 

homoeopathy professionals in the (C) government healthcare 

delivery systems. (D) / No error. (E)

A.A&B Are incorrect

B. only B is incorrect

C.C is incorrect

D.D is incorrect

E. No error

Replace ‘despite of’ by ‘despite’

Opportunities enough by ‘enough opportunities’
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A. One of her firmest belief was that her friend shouted at her with 

a view to making her aware of her repeated lapses.

B. She ordered certain girl to make entry into the manager’s office.

C. Darjeeling tea is superior than any other tea in india.

D. This is perhaps the same dog which bit her while she was 

returning from market .
A.Only A is correct

B. Only C is correct

C. Only D is wrong

D.All are incorrect

E. Only A is correct

Replace ‘belief’ by ‘beliefs’

Replace manager office by ‘manager’s office’

Replace superior than by 'superior to'

Replace which by 'that'
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A. Can you tell me how many eggs and how much sugar he has 

brought to home

B. Whole the chapter of the book is full of printing errors.

C. He does not have some money to buy a new x-ray plant.

D. He married a girl who was taller and lovely than sister

A.A&B Are correct

B. only B is correct

C. C is correct

D.All  are correct

E. All are incorrect

Replace ‘brought to home’ by ‘brought home’

Replace Whole the chapter by ‘The whole chapter ’

Replace some money by 'any money'

Replace lovely by lovelier '
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Jamyang school run by Dalai Lama Trust is residence school 

when children from(A) far flung areas come for education. 

Many children are(B)/ from Hanu village, the land of Dard

Aryan, (C)/believed to be original descendants of pure Aryan 

race and some are orphans(D). No error(E)

(A) A is incorrect

(B) B is incorrect

(C) C is incorrect

(D) D is incorrect

(E) E 
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Replace ‘residence school when’ by 

‘residential school where’



(A) A incorrect

(B) A & B is incorrect

(C) B & C is incorrect

(D) B, C and D incorrect

(E) No error

5 A sanctuary may be defined as a place where Man is passive 

and the rest of Nature (A)/active. Almost quite recently (B)/ 

Nature had his own sanctuaries (C)/, where man either did not 

go at all or only as a tool-using animal in comparatively 

smaller numbers. (D)/ No error (E) 

Replace ‘almost quite recently’  by ‘quite recently’

Replace ‘Nature had her’ by ‘Nature had her’

comparatively smaller by ‘comparatively small’



Philosophy of Education is a label applied to the study of the purpose, process, 

nature and ideals of education.(A)/ It can be considered a branch of (B)/ both 

philosophy as well as education. Education can be (C)/defined as the teaching 

and learning of specific skills, and the imparting of knowledge, judgement and 

wisdom, and is something broader than the societal institution of education we 

often speak of. (D)/ No error (E) A. A is incorrect

B. B is incorrect

C. B, C, D are incorrect 

D. D and A are incorrect

E. No error
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Replace Considered as a branch by ‘considered a branch’

Replace philosophy as well as education by ‘philosophy and education’

Replace ‘to impart’ by ‘the imparting’

Replace Broad than by ‘broader than’ 



Every programme or scheme should be subjected to “behavioural economics” audit so 
that even small changes enhance positively perceptions and the efficient of an initiative, 
the economical survey said

Replace ‘efficient ’ by ‘efficiency’ 

(A) A

(B) A & B

(C) B & D

(D) C

(E) No error
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The Turkish lira, which has lost (A)/ almost half its value this

year, is (B)/ another (C)/ currency in doldrums(D)/. No Error (E)

A. A

B. B

C. C

D. D

E. No error

Replace ‘in doldrums’ with correct idiomatic 

expression ‘in the doldrums’. It means ‘in a state 

of stagnation, lacking activity or progress’.
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The Allahabad High Court dismissed a plea from private power 

producers seeking relieve from (A) an RBI diktat to banks to take 

cognizance (B)/of a stressed loan (C)/ if repayments were missed 

even by a day. (D)/ No Error (E)
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A. A

B. B

C. C

D. D

E. No error



In the Ganges Delta many(A)/ large rivers (B)/ come together, 

both merging and bifurcating (C)/ in a complicated network of 

channel. (D)/ No Error (E)

A. A and B are incorrect

B. D & C are incorrect

C. C is incorrect

D. D is incorrect

E. No error
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